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LYAPUNOV TRANSFORMATION 
AND STABIL ITY  OF  D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
IN BANACH SPACES 
I IEPETBOPEHH$I J Ig I IYHOBA 
I CTII~KICTb IIHtDEPEHII, IA.TIbHHX PIBHflHI:, 
B I~AHAXOBHX I IPOCTOPAX 
A sufficient condition of exponential stability of regular linear systems with bifurcation on Banach space 
is proved. 
BCTaHOI~mUO ltoc'ra'rlli yMonil eKCnOHentfiaJmuoi CTiltKOeTi pel~yJl~lpliHX dlilli~tliHX CHc'reM a6iqbypKa- 
ttiem n 6atlaxonoMy npocTopi. 
vd-TransforInation a d its properties. In this section we shall give the definition, 
examples and some properties of a v d-transformation  Banach spaces. It is an 
expansion of a v d-transformation on finite-dimensional spaces given by Yu. S. 
Bogdanov [1 -5] .  From that, we shall give the definition of regular linear equations 
which are applied to study the stability of regular linear equations with bifurcation on 
Banach spaces. 
Let E be a Banach space and let G be an open simple connected omain 
Containing the origin O of E. 
We define H as follows: H = GxR = {r 1 = (x,t):  x~ G, tE IR}. 
Consider a function 
v0: R+-> ~ + 
that is continuous, monotone, and strictly increasing and satisfies the following 
conditions: 
%(0) = 0; re ( t )  ---> +** as t---> +** .  
Let d be a given real function of two variables: 
d: IR+xR + ~ R, 
(~I,~2) ~ d(~tl,~/2)" 
We assume that d satisfies the following conditions for all y> 0, Y3 > Y2 > Yl > 0 : 
dr) d(Y2, YI) = -d(71,72) ;  
d 2) d(~/' 2, ~/) > d(~' l , ~') ;
d3) d(v3,~/2) + d('Y2,~/i) _> d(~/:3,1fl); 
d4) U {d(v' Vl)} = r .  
yER + 
Assume that J is a diffeomorphism from H to H, namely 
J: H--->H, 
11 = (x ,  t) ~ rl" = (x ;  t ' ) ,  
and let it satisfy the following equalities for all t E R : 
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J(0, t) = (0, t), 
J(x, t) = (x" t). 
It is easy to prove that the set L of all such transformations L = {J} is a group with 
composition of maps. 
Consider a real function 
v :H* - - ->R § 
= (x , t )  oCt) = Vo(iixll), 
where H* = G* x R = (G\{0})  x R. 
Since the function v : H* ---> R + is independent of t, i.e. v (x, t) = v (x, t') for 
all t , t 'e  R, we can denote by v(x) thevalueof v(x ,  t) for any xe  G* and ta  
ER .  
Definition. The transformation J e L is called a vd-transformation iff
sup Id{v(rl),V[J(ri)]}[ < +oo. (1) 
"qEH* 
From the definition of the function d, we also have 
sup [d{v(~'), v(J  -I (tl'))}l < + ~,. 
"q' e H* 
Consequently, if we denote by Lvd the set of vd-transformations, then it is a 
subgroup of L. 
Examples. 1. Let Vo(X, t) = [Ix[I, d0(Tl, 72)  ----" l nT l ,  and let J (x ,  t) (with 
Y2 
fixed t) be a linear transformation having a bounded partial derivative with respect o 
t. Then J is a vo do -transformation if and only if it is a Lyapunov transformation [6]. 
2. If v(x , t )  = Ix[ 2, E = ~,  
1 d( ' t , ,  72) = I. 
then all conditions d I ) -  d 4) are satisfied. 
Thus, 
J (x ,  t) = (x  
k 
is v d-transformation. 
if 7t'72 - -  I, 
if 71"72 < I, 
+ 1 sin t sin 2 x, t) 
2 
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3. We consider the following linear differential system in the J.-space: 
dXk -- -COSt 'Xk + Xk+ ! , keN.  (2) 
dt 
The transformation J(x', t) = eSmt(x, t) with v(x, t) - II,:ll: d(7 , 72) = in 7__L 
72 
is a vd-transformation and it reduces (2) to the system 
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dY.._~k = Y~+l, k r  N. 
dt 
From example 1, we can see that a v d-transformation is an expansion of the 
Lyapunov transformation, but it still keeps an important property, namely, the stability 
of the trivial solution of the following differential equation on the Banaeh space E: 
dx 
- -  = f (x ,  t ) ,  
dt 
(3) 
f(O, t) ~ 0. 
We denote by x(t; ~) the solution of equation (3) that satisfies the initial condition 
x(t0; ~) = ~ and assume that 
~= lim sup IIx(t;~)ll, ~.l = lim sup v(x(t;~)).  
~o + II,~ll<,~ ~---, o + ,,(~)~ ~ 
t~t  o t>t  o 
Definition [7]. The solution x = 0 of the differential equation (3) is said to be 
Lyapunov stable iffor any e > 0 there exists 8(e) > 0 such that, for each solution 
x(t) of(3)whose initial value X(to) = ~ satisfies the condition I1~11 < 5(e), the 
inequality II x(t; ~) II < e hold for all t > t O. 
From the definition, we can see that the solution x = 0 of the differential equation 
(3) is stable iff ~. = 0. 
Proposition 1. 7~ = 0 if and only if 9~ 1 = O. 
Proof. By the continuity of the function v, we immediately have lim v(~) = 
~--+o 
= 0. Since v (II x II) is a monotone strictly increasing function, we can deduce 
lira ~ = 0. Therefore, 
u(~,) ~ 0 
lim ~k = 0 r lim v(~k) = 0. (4) 
k ---) .0 k .---I. -0 
We assume that 7~ = 0. Then 
lim IIx(tk ;r = 0 
k -'~' 0" 
for all sequences {ek}cR+:  e,-:->0, {~k}cE:  II~kll < ek, and {tk} c R ,  tk> 
>_t 0. By virtue of (4), we have lim IIx(tk;~k)ll = 0 ~ lim v(x(tk;~k)) = O. 
k -'-~** k .---> *~ 
It follows that ~.=0 r Xt=0. 
Proposition 2. A vd-transformation preserves the stability of the trivial solution 
x = 0 of the differential equation (3). 
Proof. By vd-transformation 
(x,t)  ~ Y(x, t) = (y, t), 
equation (3) is transformed tothe following one: 
ay = g(y, t). (5) 
dt 
By assumption, the solution x = 0 of equation (3) is stable, which means that 
lira sup IIx(t;xo)ll = o <=> lim sup v[x( t ;xo)]  - o. 
t~to t>to 
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If the solution y = 0 of (5) is unstable, then 
lim sup v[y(t, Y0)] > 0. 
z~O + U(yo)~ 
t~t  0 , 
This means that there exists a positive number 8 such that 
3{ 'qn}CE:  tin--->0, 3{tn}cR+:  tn>_.to, Vn~ N: 
v[Y(tn, TIn)] > 8. 
Since v[x(tn ;~n)] --4 0 as n ---> **, where (~n, tn) = J- l  (rln, tn), onecansay 
~ ;~n)] < 8 ~' n ~ N. 
From (6), (7) and d 4) we conclude that 
Id{u[x(t~;~.)], v[y(tn;n.)]}l = d{v[y(t.;rl.)], v[x(t.;~.)]} > 
> d{5, v[X(tn;~n)]}-'>+** as n-.-->~. 
Consequently, 
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(6) 
(7) 
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sup IdMxft,;~n)l. o[ J (xCt, .~,)) ]} l  = +r 
nEN 
which contradicts the definition of J. 
Regular system. 
Def'mition. A transformat(on J ~ L satisfying the condition 
d{v(TI),v[J(T1)]} = o(t) as t--->+** 
for aU rl E H* is called vd-transformation. 
Definition. A transformation y = L( t )x is a generalized Lyapunov one if 
;~[L(t)] = ~[L - l ( t ) ]  = 0, (8) 
where z[L(t ) ]  := li-'m 11n II ~ (t)ll ~ called the characteristic exponent of L(t). 
t~** t  
By definition, we immediately have following remarks: 
Remark 1. Generalized Lyapunov transformations preserve Lyapunov expo- 
nents [6]. 
Remark  2. A generalized Lyapunov transformation is a generalized vd- 
transfoimat~on if 
v(x) = IIxll, d(`/~,`/2) = In `/_L1, 
"/2 
and J is homogeneously linear for x (here, J(x, t) = (L(t)x,  t)). 
We consider the following linear differential system: 
dx 
- -  = A( t )x ,  (9) 
dt 
where x E R n, A (t) ~ 5s (R n, I~ n) and is real and continuous for all t E R ,  and 
sup [Ia(t)ll < **. 
t 
Let X(t) be a normal fundamental matrix of (9) and let a x = ~'~= 1nk txt be the 
sum of all its exponent numbers [6] .  
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Definit ion [6]. The linear system (9) is said to be regular iff 
1 t 
= lira : f  SpA(x)dx.  fix 
t ....~ on 
[ - -  
tn 
We know the following proposition [6] : 
Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition for system (9) to be regular one is 
that there exists a generalized Lyapunov transformation that reduces system (9) to 
the system with constant matrix B ~ ~(]R n, ]R n) : 
dy 
= By .  (10) 
dt 
Definit ion. A linear differential system 
dr 
- -  = A( t )x ,  (11) 
dt 
where A( t )e  ~(E ,E )and  is continuousforall t~ R and supllA(t)ll < **, is 
t 
said to be a regular one iff there is a generalized Lyapunov transformation y = L ( t)x 
that reduces it to a linear differential equation with constant operator: 
dy = By.  (12) 
dt 
We now present he main theorem for regular differential equations on Banach 
spaces. 
Consider the differential equation 
dr 
- -  = A(t)x + f (x ,  t), (13) 
dt 
where A(t )e  ~s E), sup IIA(t)ll < **, fe  CCI '~215 f (0,  t) - 0, and 
teR / 
IIf(x,t)ll <- w(t) l lx l l  m, m>l ,  z[V(t ) ]  = o. 
Under these conditions, the following theorem is true: 
Theorem. If equation (11) is regular and all its characteristic exponents are not 
larger than -~ < O, the trivial solution x = 0 of equation (13) is exponentially 
stable [7], i.e., there exist N > 0 and A > 0 such that 
IIx(t)ll <- A e -N(t-t~ IIx(t0)ll 
for all solutions x(t) of(13). 
Proof. We denote by X(t) (X(t  o) = Jde) the Cauchy operator of equation (11) 
[7, p. 147]. 
1. First, we estimate the resolvent operator K(t, x) = X(t)X -l (x), "Co< x < t. 
By virtue of the regularity of equation (11), there is a generalized Lyapunov 
transformation y = L(x)x that reduces equation (11)to equation (12). 
The operator Y(t) = L(t)X(t)  is the resolvent operator of equation (12). 
If we put H(t, "c) = Y(t) y-t  (x), then K(t, "c) = L(t)H(t ,  x)L - l  (x). 
Assume that all characteristic exponents of equation (11) are not larger than r 
Hence, all characteristic exponents of equation (12) are not larger than ct, i.e., for 
every solution y(t) = Y(t)y o and e > 0, there exists c > 0 such that 
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z[L(t)] = z[L-~(t)] = 0 
It follows that 
I ly(t) l l -< ce  (a+e/2)t V t>-to. 
Then, the operator family { e -(a+r Y(t), t >- tO} is point-bounded. By virtue 
of the Banach - Stenhauss theorem, there exists c I >0 such that 
Ile-("+~/2)'y(t)ll <- ci ** II Y(t)ll < c le  c~+~/2)' 
Therefore, II H(t, x)ll  = II Y( t -  x)l[ -< c I e(ct+e/2)(t-x) for the equation with 
constant operator (12). 
On the other hand, 
IIg(t)ll <-- c2 eetl2, 
IlL -l  (t)ll -< c3 eex/2. 
IIK(t,'c)ll. <- IIL(t)ll IIH(t,x)ll IIL-~(x)ll -< 
< C I C2C3 e(ct+e)ft-'c) ee~ = c(~, to) e (ct+~)(t-~), 
where c=c  lc 2c 3. 
Since K(t, to)= X(t), we have I Ix(t) l l -< ce ~+~)'. 
In the case where tx < 0, there exists a positive number e such that t~ + e < 0, 
whence 
IIK(t,x)ll <- ce", 
II g(t) ll < c. 
2. We now prove the theorem. Denoting y = x e u176 where -[ is a positive 
number such that 0 < "t< k, we transform equation (13) to the form 
dy = B(t)y + g(t ,y)  (14) 
dt 
with B(t) = A(t) + TJdE 
g(t, y) exp (y ( t -  to))f(t, y e-~l(t-t")). (15) 
Let us show that the equation 
drl = B(t)'q (16) 
dt 
is regular. Indeed, by virtue of the regularity of (11), there is a generalized Lyapunov 
transformation z = L(t)~ that reduces (11) to an equation with constant operator 
dz 
= Cz, 
dt 
where C = L ' ( t )L - l ( t )  + L(t )A(t )L- t ( t ) .  
The transformation ~ --" L(t)~ implies the following: 
= [L ' ( t )L- I ( t )  + L( t )B(t )L - l ( t ) ]~ = (C + yJdE) ~. 
dt 
The regularity of (16) is proved. 
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- -  We denote by TI (t) a solution of (16) and then e -~'(t-t~ rl (t) is a solution of (11). 
This yields 
Z [ Tl(t)e -Y(t-t~ <-~ 
Z[~q( t ) ]  < z [e  Y(t-t~ + Z[ 'q(t )e -Y(t-t~ <_ -~, + y < O. 
By virtue of the estimation of the resolvent operator, the following inequality is 
true: 
II K(t, x)ll -< Ne ~*, 
where K(t, "r is the resolvent operator of (11). 
Now considering the solution of (14) 
we have 
to < "C < **, 
y(t) = 
t 
K(t, t o) y(t o) + ~ K(t, "0 g(x, y(x)) dx, 
to 
t 
II y(t)ll --- II K(t, to)ll Ily(to)ll + ~ IlK(t, x)ll IIg(x, Y(x))ll dx <. 
to 
t 
<-- Ne et~ Ily(to)ll + J" Ne~X e't(x-t~ m e-m't(x-to) dx <- 
q~ 
t 
< Nee'' Ily(to)ll + J" NeeX e(l-m)rfx-t~ eer Ily(x))ll m d'~ = 
to 
l 
= ct Ily(to)ll + ~ c2 e [2e-(m-l)'t](x-t~ IlY(x))llmdx, 
lO 
where c I = Ne et~ c 2 =cNe -2et~ 
Hence, 
t 
Ily(t)ll <-- q Ily(to)ll + ~ c2 e-8(x-t') IlY(x))llmdx, 
to 
where 8 = (m-1)y -  2~. 
Let us find a positive number g such that 8 > 0. 
Since 
i e -8(x-t~ = 1 1 -8(t-to) 1 
8 5 e <5 
t0 
there is A > 0 such that 
provided: that 
N = 
t 
(m- 1)c~ -t Ily(t0)ll m-I ~ c2e'SC'-'~ < 1, 
to 
!1 y(to) II < a. 
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We apply here the Bihari lemma [8] and find 
Ily(t)ll < - q [ly(to)ll ct 
[ l _N] l l (m_ l )  = A Ily(t0)ll, A = [ l _N l l / (m_ l )  
IIx(t)ll < Ae-V('-'")llx(to)ll) h, X(to) = y(to), 
which means the exponential stability of the solution x = 0 of (13), and the proof of 
the theorem is completed. 
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